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Nasa climate scientists: We said 2014
was the warmest year on record... but
we're only 38% sure we were right
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Nasa’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies claimed its analysis
of world temperatures showed ‘2014 was the warmest year on
record’
But it emerged that GISS’s analysis is subject to a margin of
error
Nasa admits this means it is far from certain that 2014 set a
record at all
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The Nasa climate scientists who claimed 2014
set a new record for global warmth last night
admitted they were only 38 per cent sure this
was true.
In a press release on Friday, Nasa’s Goddard
Institute for Space Studies (GISS) claimed its
analysis of world temperatures showed ‘2014
was the warmest year on record’.
The claim made headlines around the world, but
yesterday it emerged that GISS’s analysis –
based on readings from more than 3,000
measuring stations worldwide – is subject to a
margin of error. Nasa admits this means it is far
from certain that 2014 set a record at all.
Yet the Nasa press release failed to mention
this, as well as the fact that the alleged ‘record’
amounted to an increase over 2010, the
previous ‘warmest year’, of just two-hundredths
of a degree – or 0.02C. The margin of error is
said by scientists to be approximately 0.1C –
several times as much.
As a result, GISS’s director Gavin Schmidt has
now admitted Nasa thinks the likelihood that
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Data: Gavin Schmidt, of Nasa’s Goddard
Institute for Space Studies, admits there's a
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margin of error

2014 was the warmest year since 1880 is just 38
per cent. However, when asked by this
newspaper whether he regretted that the news release did not mention this, he did not respond.
Another analysis, from the Berkeley Earth Surface Temperature (BEST) project, drawn from ten
times as many measuring stations as GISS, concluded that if 2014 was a record year, it was by an
even tinier amount.
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Nasa’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) claimed its analysis of world temperatures
showed ‘2014 was the warmest year on record’

Its report said: ‘Numerically, our best estimate for the global temperature of 2014 puts it slightly
above (by 0.01C) that of the next warmest year (2010) but by much less than the margin of
uncertainty.
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‘Therefore it is impossible to conclude from our analysis which of 2014, 2010, or 2005 was actually
the warmest year… the Earth’s average temperature for the past decade has changed very little.’
Scientists disagree over its significance, but there is little doubt that the rapid warming of the 1980s
and early 1990s has slowed – although greenhouse gas emissions have surged.
Bob Ward, of the Grantham Institute on Climate Change, said the new figures showed the notion that
global warming had ‘stopped’ was a ‘myth’, although it had ‘temporarily slowed’. Since 1951, he
added, the long-term trend was for warming of 0.12C per decade, and in his view, it would ‘pick up
again unabated’ if emissions continued to rise.
However, if the long-term rate is 0.12C per decade, this would mean the world would be 1C or so
warmer by the end of the century, not 4C-5C as some have claimed.
Climate sceptics insisted that the new figures showed the warming ‘pause’ had continued. Dr David
Whitehouse, of the Global Warming Policy Forum, said ‘there has been no statistically significant
warming trend since 1997’ – because the entire increase over this period was smaller than the error
margin.
Dr Ed Hawkins, associate professor of climate science at the University of Reading, said the past 15
years had seen a slightly slower rate of warming.
But he added: ‘You have to take a longer view, because 15 years is too short a period. We expect
natural fluctuations, volcanic eruptions and changes in solar output to sometimes slow and
sometimes increase warming rates.’

NASA scientists: 2014 was the warmest year since 1880
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Since 1880, Earth’s average surface temperature has warmed by about 1.4 degrees
Fahrenheit (0.8 degrees Celsius), a trend that is largely driven by the increase in carbon
dioxide and other human emissions into the planet’s atmosphere
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Kay Crowley, Melbourne, Australia, 1 week ago

How do you know the effects of warming will be negative? Is that a 100% definite assessment
on that claim? Or something lower e.g. 38%?
Click to rate
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EppingBlogger, Epping, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

And the "on record" is meant to sound i,preside but it depends whose record it is. There are
records of temperature in mediaeval times which were much warmer than now (grazing in
Greenland, etc) but that would mean looking at another set of records!
Click to rate
Artice Garland, Atlanta, United States, 1 week ago

What was happening in 1880? Just curious.
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Ufodi Int, Belfast, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

iN 1880 THERE WAS NO GAS, OIL, EVERY LIVING PERSON ON THE PLANET
WAS BURNING COAL AND WOOD JUST ABOUT ANYTHING THAT BURNS AND
THE CARBON RELEASED WAS IMMENSE CLOUDING OUR ATMOSPHERE WITH
PARTICLES THAT TRAPPED HEAT RAISING THE TEMERATURES TO EXTREME
HIGHS.
Click to rate
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Artice Garland, Atlanta, United States, 1 week ago

What was happening in 1880? Just curious.
Click to rate
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Ufodi Int, Belfast, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

EVERY PERSON ON THE PLANET WAS BURNING WOOD AND COAL
RELEASING BILLIONS OF TONNES OF PARTICLE CARBON WHICH HEATED UP
WITH SUNLIGHT CREATING EXTREME TEMPERATURES.
4
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Justme, Windsor, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

They say this every year. They have to keep their grant money coming in.

ZedDeadBed, Truro, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

No they don't. Stop making things up.
64

Rodd Wayne, Creston, Canada, 1 week ago
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Just how many weather stations did they have in 1880 and how reliable were they?
Click to rate
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Artice Garland, Atlanta, United States, 1 week ago

My question is this. What was going on in the world in 1880? Were those steam
powered locomotives heating things up? Maybe horses and livestock were creating a
crap-tonne of methane.
Click to rate
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Arno_Arrak, Dix Hills, 1 week ago

Why only 1000 characters? Makes it impossible to say something important. Arno Arrak
Click to rate
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Squarzelfitz, Cork City, Ireland, 1 week ago

The fact it fell within the margin of error makes it invalid. There us no scientific justification to
claim 2014 as the warmest. NOAA and NASA knew that. Appalling. This is a political move
that has nothing to do with science.
Click to rate
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2 of 9 replies See all replies
ZedDeadBed, Truro, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

@ddpalmer - you have no idea what you're talking about. Falling within a margin of
error does not invalidate something. Although this is simple stuff, you are way, way
out of your depth.
Click to rate
Kay Crowley, Melbourne, Australia, 1 week ago
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Zed dead what ever your name is - the issue for me is that they published the results
summary without disclosing the error or the probability associated with the claim
being made. They made a categoric claim that 2014 was the hottest year on record
without the other extremely relevant information. Now in terms of scientific protocol
that's not the way to do things, is it, unless there is some other non scientific reason
for doing so.
Click to rate
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spottedred, San Jose, United States, 1 week ago

Is there a source to the comments made by Gavin Schmidt? Besides it just happening last
night? And is there anywhere on the NASA site where it lists the report where it gives the
level of certainty? I feel like I can't just any news source summarizing information. They all
seem to be politically charged even if I typically agree with the political leanings of the source.
I'm also tired of scientists hiding pertinent information because they apparently believe it is for
the greater good. Their science feels more like a faith than actual science.
Click to rate
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2 of 3 replies See all replies
ddpalmer, Columbus, 1 week ago

Yes Zed 48% is higher than any other year, but it is still less than 50.00001%.
Meaning it is unlikely that 2014 is the warmest year on record. And that word
'unlikely' comes straight from the information in the NOAA report.
Click to rate
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ZedDeadBed, Truro, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

@ddpalmer - you simply don't understand what you're talking about. Confidence
levels are expressed as a percentage. There is a much higher confidence level that
2014 was the hottest year than for any other year. Let me guess, you read crank
anti-science denier blogs and so think you're a climate expert.
Click to rate
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spottedred, San Jose, United States, 1 week ago

Is there a source to the comments made by Gavin Schmidt? Besides it just happening last
night? And is there anywhere on the NASA site where it lists the report where it gives the
level of certainty? I feel like I can't just any news source summarizing information. They all
seem to be politically charged even if I typically agree with the political leanings of the source.
I'm also tired of scientists hiding pertinent information because they apparently believe it is for
the greater good. Their science feels more like a faith than actual science.
Click to rate
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allowed myself to
get excited':
Pregnant Adele Silva
says her three
heartbreaking
miscarriages have
made her cautious
Fashionable
friends! Vicky
Pattison looks
stylish in denim shirt
and nude pencil
skirt as she dines in
Essex with Casey
Batchelor
Just back from Tenerife
That's one way to
warm the crowd!
Jessie J swaps her
Birmingham T-shirt
for a Brixton one as
she takes to the
stage in London
Come And Get It!
Selena Gomez
flashes her midriff
as she tries to hitch
a ride on the set of
new drama in
Georgia
Surely she'd have no
trouble hitching a lift
Scarlett Johansson
cradles four-month-
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old Rose in her arms
as they enjoy some
mother-daughter
time in LA
Relishing parenthood
Gordon Ramsay
displays his bulging
arms on coffee run...
as he reveals he
trains for three hours
a week
He is preparing for an
Ironman competition
Charlotte Crosby
displays her slender
pins in a stylish twotone mini dress as
she joins a white
suit-clad Lauren
Pope at fashion
launch
Reality shows collide
That's a wrap (up)!
Cressida Bonas dons
black coat and
bobble hat after
making her London
stage debut in
There's A Monster In
The Lake
Red hot! Helena
Christensen sizzles
in a selection of
seductive scarlet
looks for Marie
Claire magazine
That's why she's a
supermodel
Courtney Love
admits she took
heroin while
pregnant with Kurt
Cobain's daughter
Frances
Frances is now 22
'It's an open
secret': Downton
Abbey is set 'to end
after its sixth series
as the cast begin to
look for new roles in
the US'
End of Julian Fellowes'
masterpiece
Rob Kardashian
shares photo of his
'baby face' as he
returns to Instagram
after months out of
the spotlight
Throwback Thursday
Vanessa Hudgens
shows off her
incredible bikini
body as she fronts
new fashion
campaign
Actress is the new face of
Bongo
Pregnant Abbey
Clancy gives a
glimpse of her
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growing baby bump
in all-black
ensemble as she
runs errands in
London
Looked radiant
'It hit me at a
million miles an
hour': Kate Bosworth
on falling in love
with husband
Michael Polish as
she poses braless in
a white suit
Not so Hot Right
Now! Bleary eyed
Rita Ora looks like
she's in need of a
good night's sleep
as she steps out in
tight vest top and
leggings for long
hike
Standout effort:
Laura Whitmore
takes on the role of
host with the most
in stripes as she
launches new
charity campaign
Dress makes you dizzy
He's back in
business! Stevi
Ritchie shows off his
weight loss as he
rocks up at
rehearsals ahead of
X Factor tour
Unrecognisable
Anne-Marie Duff is
the best supporting
wife as she watches
husband James
McAvoy's opening
night of The Ruling
Class
At Trafalgar Studios
Michael
Fassbender
confirmed to play
Steve Jobs in Danny
Boyle's biopic ...as
Kate Winslet and
Seth Rogen also join
the cast
Better than Ashton?
'How long can I be
up and coming?'
Felicity Jones
admits she tired of
being labelled 'new
actress' after 20
year career
Acting since age 11
EXCLUSIVE:
McBusted's Harry
Judd shares intimate
photos of luxury
Antigua beach break
ahead of Australian
tour with One
Direction
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Home And Away
star Kassandra
Clementi shows off
her stunning beach
body in a
mismatched bikini
top and
bottoms...but keeps
her woolly hat on!
Liam Gallagher
steps out to run
errands with
girlfriend Debbie
Gwyther... as he
'faces court fine if
he fails to support
the love child he's
never seen'
'The Perez show is
back': Hilton runs
around in his pants
and jumps into bed
with Nadia Sawalha
upon his return to
the CBB house
Not learnt from his ways
Chelsea owner
Roman Abramovich
married his lover in
secret ceremony six
years ago, she
reveals
He met Dasha Zhukova,
33, in 2005
'I was attacked by
a chupacabra':
Johnny Depp gives
VERY bizarre excuse
for missing a press
conference
Better than dog ate my
homework for an excuse
Pregnant Lara
Bingle comes out of
hiding and shows off
her sizeable baby
bump for the first
time in a white Tshirt during trip to
Palm Springs
Bye Kim! Miley
Cyrus replaces
Kardashian on the
cover of LOVE
Magazine to appear
alongside her pal
Cara Delevingne
Cleverly edited
Rose McGowan
goes for gothic
glamour at Jean
Paul Gaultier's
Haute Couture show
in unusual semisheer black top and
matching flowing
skirt
Ready to mingle:
Danielle Lloyd posts
a string of
smouldering
selfies... as it's
claimed she's on the
look out for a new
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man
Sick of singledom
Coronation Street's
Bill Roache ventures
out after the tragic
death of his co-star
and close friend
Anne Kirkbride
Spotted running errands
during the difficult time
'She could have
slapped me!' A
starstruck Eddie
Redmayne reveals
he once 'stalked'
Jennifer Aniston
Are they Friends now?
'It's showtime!'
Rumer Willis takes a
selfie in her bra ...as
she gets ready to
perform in new
musical show
She's ready for her close
up
'I was lonely':
Julianne Moore
admits she had a
hard time dealing
with divorce from
John Gould Rubin...
but says therapy
helped her through it
Actress Gillian
Taylforth has 'nonsurgical face lift'
that uses a
dissolvable thread to
remove wrinkles
ahead of her 60th
birthday
Mariah Carey and
Nick Cannon 'sued
by former nanny who
claims she worked
100-hour weeks and
was fired for
showing children too
much affection'
Still just a regular
guy! Bradley Cooper
continues to take
the subway as his
film American Sniper
earns over $200
million
Box office sensation
Cressida Bonas
poses with cast of
There's A Monster In
The Lake as she
reprises her role in
the criticallyacclaimed
production
Prince Harry's ex
What blizzard?
Kelly Bensimon
enjoys an extended
Florida vacation as
she parades slender
figure in TWO
swimsuits
Enjoying extended break
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'Yes, I'd get
married again': Sean
Penn opens up about
Charlize Theron...
and admits tension
with ex Robin Wright
Never too late
Hold your tongue
Perez! Katie Hopkins
is not impressed
with Hilton's
attempts to make
amends as he
returns to the
Celebrity Big Brother
House
Emma Roberts
treats herself to a
day of shopping and
pampering in LA
ahead of her 24th
birthday
Birthday girl
'I'm too big of a
p****': Madonna
reveals she does not
have the 'stamina' to
do drugs anymore
due the lingering
affects
Changed her tune
Don't rip them!
Models walk the
runway at Valentino
fashion show in
billowing gowns
hand-embellished
with romantic poetry
that took 3,000
hours to make
Lindsay Lohan
given another court
date as judge
questions her
'completed'
community service
...that included
'meet and greets
with her fans in
London'
Antonio Ortega
brings the fun to
Paris Haute Couture
Fashion Week with
colourful catwalk
show (but will
anyone really wear
his headgear?)
'She thought I was
going to propose to
her on TV!' Nick
Jonas reveals
girlfriend Olivia
Culpo panicked
when he went down
on one knee during
performance
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MORE DON'T MISS
Heavily pregnant
Isla Fisher burns the
calories as she
steps out in sporty
vest top and
leggings for an uphill
hike
Expecting her third child
Yes it's very dark,
but Wolf Hall dazzles
you with its
brilliance:
CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews
last night's TV
Mark Rylance and
Damian Lewis star
Fitness fanatic
Alex Gerrard goes
make-up free and
steps out in formfitting leggings she
hits the gym for
daily workout
session
Keeping up with Steven
Pregnant Abbey
Clancy pairs
designer Red Nose
Day T-shirt with
rocky leather
jacket... as Kate
Upton slips into tiny
hot pants for charity
shoot
The Big Bump
Theory! Pregnant
Sara Gilbert shows
off her growing tum
in comfy sportswear
as she runs errands
in LA
Expecting first child
Dita Von Teese
adds some sex
appeal to her LBD
with racy lace
panels... but ruins
the look with Amal
Clooney-style elbowlength gloves
Bruce Jenner
shows off newlyplumped up pout...
as it's revealed he's
filming his own E!
reality show about
his changing looks
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Evolving look
Glowing new mum
Claire Sweeney
conceals her curves
in a long winter coat
on a stroll with son
Jaxon
Beamed with pride on her
morning stroll
'My mama killed it
as usual!' Proud
Khloe Kardashian
defends her mother
after Kris Jenner's
fashion faux pas in
racy mesh trousers
She's earned her
stripes! Kelly Brook
flaunts slimmeddown figure in fitted
top and mini skirt as
she indulges in a
pedicure
Looking better than ever
Born to perform!
Jessie J flashes her
underwear in sheer
T-shirt dress as she
delights fans with
her energetic dance
moves on stage
Chipper Susanna
Reid is unfazed by
early morning start
as she heads home
after late night out
at Radio Times
annual covers party
Rise and shine
Hike It Off! Taylor
Swift displays her
slender legs in tiny
shorts as she goes
on a trek in Hawaii
with the Haim
sisters
Pop star workout
Is Darth Vader in
Spain? Queen
Letizia manages to
keep a straight face
as she's confronted
by well-wisher in
fancy dress
Royally good day
Newlyweds
Cameron Diaz and
Benji Madden get
caught in the
ultimate Kiss Cam
as they share a
VERY passionate
smooch during
Lakers game
They're an
(Inter)stellar couple:
Matt Damon and his
beautiful wife
Luciana looked as
loved up as ever on
a date night in LA
Eating lunch at
your desk, drinking
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wine before bedtime
and sipping fruit
juice: The eight
worst eating habits
revealed
What we all do wrong
'I've worked hard to
be sober and happy':
Teen Mom star
Amber Portwood
says she's turned
her life around since
going to prison
Fresh start
Inside Gwyneth
Paltrow's £14,500-aweek beach house
in little-known
Mexican surf spot
that's become a
haven for the stars
Holiday like a celebrity
Meet Frozen's
biggest superfan...
and she isn't fiveyears-old! Woman,
21, has spent £1,000
to emulate 'role
model' Queen Elsa
Let It Go...
'Last day in
Paradise': Paris
Hilton continues to
parade her amazing
bikini body in a
series of Instagram
snaps... before
jetting out of Bali
Such a hard life
Glamorous Duchess
of Cornwall is all
smiles as she
watches a t'ai chi
demonstration in
Newcastle (while
Charles attempts
'surgery' in London)
'I don't have to
worry about money':
Abbey Clancy admits
she has it easier
than her mum
Karen... as they
pose together for
glamorous shoot
PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: Mila
Kunis and Ashton
Kutcher coo over
little Wyatt on family
day at the beach
Cute kid takes after his Alist parents
How cheeky!
Bachelor star
Catherine Giudici
can't resist
squeezing Sean
Lowe's bottom as
they promote the
former Bachelor's
new book
In chilly NYC
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REVIEW: Enter
stage left, the aristo
who spoke Cockney
like Dick Van Dyke:
Jan Moir watches as
Harry's ex Cressie
makes her debut
treading the boards
in London
Have sex on the
first date, pay for
dinner and call him:
How ANY woman
can bag the man of
her dreams in just
60 days (claims
author with new
book out)
Can extreme
cleavage ever look
classy? Celebrities
have been showing
off their assets this
week, but can this
look ever make it off
the red carpet?
Dev who? Newly
single Freida Pinto
flashes her legs in
flirty sheer dress as
she jokes around at
US premiere of
Desert Dancer
In high spirits
Dressing down, the
schemer of Wolf
Hall: Mark Ryland is
a meeker figure in
shorts and beanie
than his austere
Cromwell
Left life at court behind
So nice she wore it
twice! Lorde takes
her custom Golden
Globes look to the
streets because it
was' too good to just
hang up'
No more Mr. Nice
Guy! New dad Ryan
Gosling looks every
inch the hard boiled
detective as he is
joined by co-star
Angourie Rice on set
of new crime thriller
'I want more
surgery!' Farrah
Abraham reveals she
is happy to be alive
after botched lip
operation but now
wants butt implants
Wants even MORE
Rosie HuntingtonWhiteley nails offduty chic in skinny
jeans, knee-high
boots and a khaki
coat
Looked stunning out and
about in London
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SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: Graham
bags cure to head
off baldness
Got hair-thickening
treatment Nioxin Diaboost
in goody-bag
Back on home turf!
Kris Jenner
continues to the
steal limelight from
supermodel daughter
Kendall... as she
arrives back in Los
Angeles in bizarre
polka dot coat
Will she EVER get it
right? As Kris
Jenner steps out in
see-through
trousers, FEMAIL
charts the
Kardashian
matriarch's fashion
faux pas
David Tennant cuts
a dapper figure as
he steps out with his
wife at Radio Times
annual covers party
in London
Not normally on the party
scene
Use lots of
lubricant, up your
testosterone levels
and experiment!
TRACEY COX's five
ways to get your
mojo back in the
bedroom after
menopause
'Power of the
mama bear': Melissa
George reveals
being a real-life
mother-of-one has
enhanced her
onscreen
performance in US
remake of The Slap
Sarah, Duchess of
York, Joanna Lumley
and Grayson Perry
get creative for
National Doodle Day:
But can YOU match
the scribble to the
star?
Courteney Cox, 50,
looks younger than
ever as she's joined
by toyboy fiancé
Johnny McDaid at
the Cougar Town
wrap party
Defying time
The princess and
the pee! Sarah
Michelle Gellar
dazzles in a huge
blue ball gown as
she transforms into
Cinderella in
hilarious new snaps
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100 minutes of
brilliant brainache...
it's the new
Stoppard: QUENTIN
LETTS first night
review of The Hard
Problem
A Stoppard spectacle with
preppy wryness
Taryn Manning's
stalker sentenced to
45 days in jail and
ordered to undergo
mental health
treatment after
pleading guilty to
harassing star
Channel 4's 'Jewel
in the Crown 2' set
to hit screens: New
offering Indian
Summers starring
Julie Waters focuses
on colonial period
Hopeful new cast
photos for second
half of The Walking
Dead's season five
keep fans guessing
as to the fate of the
survivors
Lindsay Lohan
narrowly avoids jail
as she 'completes
240 hours of
community service
for reckless driving...
just in the nick of
time'
'Don't believe it':
Stephen Fry denies
that he is planning
on having a baby
with new husband
Elliott Spencer
Rumours suggested he
wanted a family
The end of the
world is nigh... in
Berkshire: Filming
commences on
Sky1's star-studded
comedy-drama
series Apocalypse
Slough, led by Rob
Lowe
Emma Roberts
suffers a rare
fashion faux pas as
she teams ill-fitting
plaid shirt with a
grungy beanie and
gothic lace-trim
dress
Quite the eclectic look
In For The Kermit!
La Roux's Elly
Jackson mimics
famous frog in a
kooky green suit and
jacket ahead of her
Mexico performance
Leap in the style stakes
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How to contour like
a Kardashian: Kim's
make-up artist
reveals his latest
techniques for giving
star her flawless
glow
Secret behind her look
Fat-freezing and
anti-ageing facials:
Made In Chelsea star
Louise Thompson
reveals she had
£1,000 of beauty
treatments ahead of
The Jump
Beaming beauty!
Julianne Hough
displays her toned
legs in Westerninspired ensemble
as she shops for
furniture
Welcome to the
fold! Howard Donald
and new wife Katie
Halil step out for
first time since
honeymoon as she
joins the Take That
extended family at
dinner party
Overhaul your life...
in paradise! Former
cleaner rents Fijian
island to host FREE
self-help boot camp
for budding
entrepreneurs
Escape from it all
The Sweetest Thing
(for him!): Make-up
free Selma Blair
treats son Arthur to
an ice cream as
they enjoy a sunny
day in LA
Picture of contentment
Scarlet-lipped
Kristin Scott
Thomas works
androgyny on the
front row for Giorgio
Armani in white
blazer and leather
trousers
Simply chic
When 250,000 just
aren't enough! Elton
John goes shopping
for glasses in LA
despite previously
admitting he owns a
quarter of a MILLION
pairs
Sean Maguire is
joined by on-screen
family as he shoots
dramatic modern
day scene as Robin
Hood for new series
of Once Upon A
Time
'I'm a gay man!'
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Cabaret star Joel
Grey comes out at
age 82
The Broadway legend and father of Dirty
Dancing actress Jennifer
Grey - came out
The future looks
bright! Mario
Falcone and
girlfriend Emma
McVey don matching
orange swimwear as
they pack on the
PDA during romantic
getaway
They are NOT
impressed! Katie
Hopkins and Cami-Li
are visibly gutted by
Perez Hilton's
dramatic Celebrity
Big Brother return
Eggstravagant
antics: Pregnant
Jacqueline Jossa
paints her baby
bump to look like a
Kinder Surprise... as
boyfriend Dan
Osborne pretends to
tuck in
'Provocative and
elegantly erotic':
New Fifty Shades
lingerie range
featuring harness
bras and cutaway
knickers gets EL
James stamp of
approval
Supermum! Naomi
Watts juggles
looking after her two
energetic sons with
a hardcore gym
class... AND
manages to look
great without makeup
Rihanna, Paul
McCartney and
Kanye West 'to
perform new
collaboration Four
Five Seconds at the
2015 Grammy
Awards'
On February 8
'I will never act like
some of the current
pop stars have
acted towards me':
Sam Smith hints at
rivalry in the music
industry but says
Taylor Swift is
'amazing'
Emile Hirsch 'put
female Paramount
exec in a headlock'
during alleged
assault at Sundance
Film Festival
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Claims stem from evening
at nightclub
Her Minnie-me!
Perrie Edwards
styles out glamorous
black fur and
matching mouse
ears as she poses
up a storm at
Disneyland
Living the dream
From baby bump to
washboard abs in
just 60 DAYS:
Russian supermodel
and mother of three
strips off for
sensational nude
shots after starting
Instagram exercise
regime
Sex sells! Jesinta
Campbell flaunts
toned stomach in
very revealing crop
top and teeny-tiny
bikini bottoms in
beachside photo
shoot
'Thank God - it's
been terrible!' Patsy
Kensit is the latest
star to be evicted
from the Celebrity
Big Brother house
Third celeb to be evicted
Bruce Jenner flicks
his shoulder-length
locks out of the way
as he hangs out at
car repair shop
Comes after Kim talked
about his 'journey'
Delta Goodrem
once again cakes on
the makeup and
draws attention to
her angry-looking
stressed out skin as
she steps out in
Sydney
Sexy swimmer!
Elsa Pataky shows
off stunning postbaby figure in skintight swimsuit
during photo shoot...
just ten months after
giving birth to twins
The Theory Of
Etiquette: Eddie
Redmayne looks the
dapper British gent
in a grey tweed suit
and with a vintage
suitcase after US TV
appearance
Diamond duel! Kim
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and a very engaging
showdown: Murray's
fiancee set to do
battle with his
opponent's future
wife over who has
the most dazzling
ring
She's a wild one:
Nicole Scherinzger
slithers into a
snakeprint dress as
she joins David
Oyelowo at London
premiere of Selma
David Beckham's
whiskey advert is
cleared of
encouraging
underage drinking
after watchdog
decides ex
footballer is NOT a
role model to
children
'You have your
moments, but you're
alright': Calum Best
makes peace with
Cami-Li ahead of
eviction result - after
dismissing her from
his CBB
'Bag inspiration':
Victoria Beckham
teases fans about
her new collection
as she models her
sons' football
rucksack
David will be a fan
'I'm really starting
to fancy her':
Celebrity Big
Brother's Calum Best
admits he has
feelings for Cami
Li... but it's all part
of a secret task set
up by Perez Hilton
Sharon Stone, 56,
shows off her slim
figure as she
pampers herself at a
Beverly Hills salon
Treated herself to a
manicure and pedicure at
a nail salon
Not a winning look!
Apprentice finalist
Bianca Miller dons
unflattering
jumpsuit... while
Alex Jones looks
chic in LBD and
khaki coat at
magazine party
Sam Worthington's
girlfriend Lara Bingle
comes out of hiding
on holiday in Palm
Springs... where she
posts underwater
'baby bump' snaps
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Forget the jewels,
banquets and gowns
in Wolf Hall: FEMAIL
looks at hardships
REAL Tudor women
faced, from child
marriage to lethal
labour
Kim Kardashian
visits Bruce Jenner
after defending his
'journey' during TV
interview... but gets
stopped by police for
traffic violation
Moral support
Give me back my
purse! Kris Jenner
teams sheer
trousers with a
strategically placed
Chanel clutch... only
for Karl Lagerfeld to
swipe it
Alessandra
Ambrosio shows off
her lean pins in skintight denim... as she
shares workout
video of 'how to get
angel worthy legs'
Always runway ready
'There's too much
drinking': Kyle
Richards and Brandi
Glanville square off
at party on The Real
Housewives of
Beverly Hills
Lifestyles of the rich...
'I want the patter
of tiny feet': Stephen
Fry reveals that he
would like to start a
family with his
husband Elliott
Spencer
Married last week
Now that's quite a
school concert!
Johnny Depp jams
with Alice Cooper at
fundraiser... as
fiancée Amber Heard
plays groupie
Rocked the house
'It tastes like
summer!' How
Jimmy Kimmel
pranked 'juice
connoisseurs' by
feeding them
powdered Tang and
water while telling
them it's a fancy
$19 drink
Reese Witherspoon
cuts a business-like
figure as she reshoots scenes for
Hot Pursuit in her
hometown of New
Orleans
Suited and booted
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Bryan Ferry's son
Merlin takes his first
steps since horrific
car crash as brother
Otis reveals 'curry is
his motivation'
Making steady recovery
Double take! Proud
mother Andie
MacDowell cheers
on her lookalike
daughter Rainey as
she performs at
Sundance Film
Festival
Brooklyn Decker
unveils striking new
hairdo after
chopping off long
locks as she attends
Results premiere at
Sundance
Top of the crops
'We want to start a
family for sure!'
Lance Bass reveals
his dream to have a
child with new
husband Michael
Turchin
Wed one month ago
Isabel Lucas shows
off her slender figure
in silver dress with
plunging neckline at
the screening of her
film The Loft... four
years after filming
wrapped
Get out the whip!
Chris Pratt 'is being
considered to take
over Harrison Ford's
role as
swashbuckler
Indiana Jones for
new Disney movie'
Time for a homecooked meal! Kevin
Bacon and Kyra
Sedgwick stock up
on groceries in LA
after return from
Sundance Film
Festival
'You got NOTHING':
Taylor Swift denies
hackers are in
possession of 'nude
photos' after taking
over her social
media accounts
'What no
explosions?' A
disappointed Pierce
Brosnan still makes
the perfect getaway
in new advert for
America's Super
Bowl
Left shaken... and stirred
'It's a girl!': Jude
Law's pregnant ex
Catherine Harding
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celebrates lovechild's impending
birth with pinkthemed baby shower
Let her hair down
James Caan faces
custody battle over
son, 16, as
estranged wife Linda
Stokes responds to
divorce filing
Recently moved to end
his third marriage
EXCLUSIVE: Plus
size model Hayley
Hasselhoff speaks
about dealing with
'bad body days',
facing her critics and why she'd love
to work with dad
Dame Judi Dench,
80, on getting a
tattoo, feeling edgy
about retiring and
whether she will
ever remarry
Graces the cover of Good
Housekeeping
Posing in a grimy
phone booth with
greasy hair and a
burger, it's Kim
Kardashian as
you've never seen
her before in edgy
shoot for LOVE
magazine
Not changing her
sartorial spots! Daisy
Lowe puts her
cleavage on full
display in plunging
black pencil dress at
Paris Couture
Fashion Week
Her perfect date!
Katherine Heigl
takes one of her
EIGHT pet pooches
out to lunch for her
mother
How does she choose
just one?
WATCH: Good girl
gone bad! Salma
Hayek strips down
to her bra as she
wields a gun at
assassins in the new
trailer for action
thriller Everly
Paramount
announces reboot of
The Ring will hit
screens this
November on Friday
the 13th
Will star Italian actress
Matilda Lutz
Kate Hudson and
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mom Goldie Hawn
coordinate in trendy
casualwear as they
land at LAX after
Paris fashion show
Like mother like daughter

Today's headlines

Most Read

Up to NINE inches of snow causes
travel chaos with flights delayed,
trains cancelled and severe
tailbacks on...
Drink-driving mother-of-four banned after her
own husband tipped off police that she was
over the limit on...
Clegg says it is right that the
taxpayer pays for Katie Price's
disabled son Harvey to travel to
school
From getting an upgrade to bagging a better
seat, the tricks of travelling in comfort
revealed (without...
Gym fanatic, 22, suffers a heart
attack and nearly dies after taking
steroids to bulk up quickly
Britain's most exclusive boarding schools
including Eton and Harrow plummet to
bottom of GCSE league table
Wheelchair-bound cerebral palsy
sufferer carried out of bar by
bouncers who said he could only
stay if he...
Can a £5.99 pot of coconut oil replace
EVERY beauty product you buy?
Energy firms to DOUBLE their
profits this year to make £114 from
every family's bill
Anger as BBC pours scorn on tribute to
Churchill: Viewers' shock after docker claims
operators were PAID to...
Cowardly mugger attacks disabled
pensioner who weighs less than six
stone, is 4ft 6in tall and partially...
It must be windy if the world's biggest airliner
is blown off course! Airbus A380 battles
ferocious 60mph...
New island in the Pacific: Land
mass forms following eruption of the
underwater Hunga Ha'apai volcano but...
Snapshots of Britain in a more innocent age:
Extraordinary collection of post-war colour
slides bought for...
Rising Labour star Chuka Umunna
slams 'sexist' MPs leering at female
colleagues' low cut tops... and...
Revealed, the REAL reason why women
have 'designer vagina' surgery
Co-pilot was at the controls of
AirAsia crash jet before it plunged
into the sea – not the more
experienced...
Disappearance of Air Malaysia MH370 is
officially declared an accident with all on
board presumed dead so...
Britain's most feckless father:
Jobless dad who has 26 children by
FIFTEEN women and receives £46k
in...
The mothers who say they're TRAPPED on
benefits: Three jobless women have 19
children between them, get up...
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How to spot a terrorist: Commuters
urged to report people with lots of
phones, vague travel plans and a
keen...
Police in France interrogate boy aged EIGHT
after his school reports him for ‘praising
terrorism’
Tesco ‘begins cull of 2,000 head
office jobs’ as HQ is slimmed down on top of 2,000 jobs lost from
store...
Mother-of-eight who lives off £2,000-amonth benefits complains she is being
‘forced into work’ by plans to...
It's Kim Swears! Andy Murray's
fiancée unleashes foul-mouthed
tirade as she watches him do battle
in...
'I went on cruise to recover from chemo and was struck down by horrific tummy bug':
Cancer patient...
The dating capital of Britain! Head
to West Malling in Kent if you're
looking for love... where you'll find...
Has girl of eight found a cancer cure?
Scientist parents discover antibiotics can kill
cells after their...
Russian bombers in the skies over
Bournemouth: RAF jets scramble to
intercept intruders
Anna's warm front puts out parents at £17-ahead kids' 'Frozen' party: Princess's cleavage
sparks...
Is Britain's property boom finally
coming to an end? House prices up
6.8% since January... the slowest
rise...
The scandal of doctors taking payments for
referrals: Private hospitals 'offered £100,000
to attract...
Is he REALLY the one? Scientists
reveal the two questions they say
gives ‘clear empirical evidence’ of
love
Snobs go on about it — but does the thread
count of your sheets REALLY matter?
Finish line photo 'exposes winning
jockey cheating with secret device
electrocuting his horse to run
faster'
Ikea reveals it will roll out VEGAN 'meatballs'
across its UK stores from April after animal
rights campaign
More than 1,500 people apply for 40
jobs at new Lidl supermarket... and
it hasn't even been BUILT yet
Construction worker killed on set of Martin
Scorsese's new film Silence after scaffolding
collapses at...
Caught on camera: Hole-in-the-wall
gang using 'gas bombs' to blow up
ATMs and raid £800,000
£300million, 51,000 tonnes and just 750
guests: Inside the world's most luxurious
cruise ship... complete...
Women who risk their lives injecting
vitamins to stay looking young: the
new health trend growing in...
The despair of knowing your children don’t
need you anymore: Amanda Lilliu how she's
struggled to come to...
Men will have to prove a woman
said 'yes' in tough new rules for
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police investigating date rape
No women allowed: Saudi Arabia wants
MEN-ONLY Olympics with ultra-conservative
plan for segregated games
Killer heels, dog ribs in gravy and
why Bend It Like Beckham is a
smash: Brit who's been to North
Korea 140...
Satellite images reveal North Korea looks to
be restarting its nuclear reactor after a fivemonth shutdown
McDonald's new chief is from...
Watford: Fast food chain announces
replacement for current boss who is
due...
The wrong shoes, slumped posture and
standing cross-legged: Why women are
getting it wrong when it comes to...
'I will remind you who you are when
you forget': American Sniper's
widow reveals her husband's
touching vows...
Know your enemy: Incredibly, there are 20
different kinds of cameras spying on
motorists - spot them before...
MORE HEADLINES

EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST
JAN MOIR: Four mothers who epitomise
everything that's awful about Britain
EPHRAIM HARDCASTLE: The zipless dress
once considered 'risque'... that has proved
a hit thanks to the Duchess of Cambridge
DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Co-op, Labour and
a betrayal of values
TOM UTLEY: At last, a genuine medical
condition that explains why I never listen to
a word my wife says
RICHARD LITTLEJOHN: Life's too short to
measure a goldfish
Press the panic button... Lucifer's legged it:
The Mail's theatre critic is directing his
village's Easter play. So why has the Devil
disappeared and did the Bible really feature
green underpants
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